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ABSTRACT

RNA splicing is the central process of intron removal in eukaryotes known to regulate various cellular functions such as growth,
development, and response to external signals. The canonical sequences indicating the splicing sites needed for intronic boundary
recognition are well known. However, the roles and evolution of the local folding of intronic and exonic sequence features
adjacent to splice sites has yet to be thoroughly studied. Here, focusing on four fungi (Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Schizosaccharomyces pombe, Aspergillus nidulans, and Candida albicans), we performed for the first time a comprehensive
high-resolution study aimed at characterizing the encoding of intronic splicing efficiency in pre-mRNA transcripts and its
effect on intron evolution. Our analysis supports the conjecture that pre-mRNA local folding strength at intronic boundaries is
under selective pressure, as it significantly affects splicing efficiency. Specifically, we show that in the immediate region of 12–
30 nucleotides (nt) surrounding the intronic donor site there is a preference for weak pre-mRNA folding; similarly, in the
region of 15–33 nt surrounding the acceptor and branch sites there is a preference for weak pre-mRNA folding. We also show
that in most cases there is a preference for strong pre-mRNA folding further away from intronic splice sites. In addition, we
demonstrate that these signals are not associated with gene-specific functions, and they correlate with splicing efficiency
measurements (r = 0.77, P = 2.98 × 10−21) and with expression levels of the corresponding genes (P = 1.24 × 10−19). We suggest
that pre-mRNA folding strength in the above-mentioned regions has a direct effect on splicing efficiency by improving the
recognition of intronic boundaries. These new discoveries are contributory steps toward a broader understanding of splicing
regulation and intronic/transcript evolution.
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INTRODUCTION

RNA splicing is the process in which introns, intervening
noncoding fragments within pre-mRNA transcripts, are re-
moved, leaving retained coding regions termed exons and
untranslated regions (UTRs). In eukaryotes spliceosomal in-
trons are confined to the nucleus and the splicing process is
executed by the spliceosome, one of the largest molecular
complexes in the cell (Nilsen 2003; Hoskins and Moore
2012). Accurate processing of introns is a crucial regulatory
step in determining the cell expression profile and is required
before protein translation can be initiated. As such, splicing

efficiency (SE; efficient recognition and proper splicing by
the spliceosome) and specificity are used to regulate growth,
development, and overall response to external signals (Le Hir
et al. 2003; Nasim and Eperon 2006; Wang and Cooper 2007;
Khodor et al. 2012). Extensive studies in the last two decades
have revealed the core chemical reactions, several sequence
determinants, and the major protein component interactions
during intron splicing (Krämer 1996; McKee and Silver 2007;
Toor et al. 2008; Wahl et al. 2009). Yet, the debate on intron
origin and evolution has been ongoing intensively for de-
cades (Rodríguez-Trelles et al. 2006; Rogozin et al. 2012).
The dynamic nature of spliceosome assembly and the

complex interactions of both its proteins and RNA compo-
nents with the pre-mRNA give rise to a range of intronic
SEs among different genes and within the same gene that
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may facilitate the creation of different mature mRNA prod-
ucts from identical pre-mRNA transcripts (Maniatis and
Tasic 2002). This phenomenon is termed alternative splicing
(AS); in this process particular exons of a gene may be in-
cluded within or excluded from (i.e., skipped) the final pro-
cessed mRNA transcript produced from that gene.
Additional AS events include intron retention and alternative
splice sites selection, where the combination of two or more
events can generate more complex mature mRNA products
(Ast 2004; Ner-Gaon et al. 2004; Barbazuk et al. 2008; Kim
et al. 2008; Keren et al. 2010; McManus and Graveley
2011). Therefore, AS is a chief constituent of the increased
number of proteins encoded by the genomes of multicellular
organisms, relative to their gene number (Black 2003).
The amount of intron-containing genes, intron density per

gene or per kilobase pair, and intron length, varies from one
eukaryote to another (Kriventseva and Gelfand 1999; Lim
and Burge 2001; Yu et al. 2002; Alexander et al. 2011). In
Saccharomyces cerevisiae, there are less than 300 intron-con-
taining genes (5% of ∼6000) of which few are mediated by
two introns or more (Spingola et al. 1999; Grate and Ares
2002). In fact, until now, only a single AS event has been
identified in this organism (Mishra et al. 2011). Nevertheless,
in S. cerevisiae the intronic genes are highly expressed and ac-
count for >70% of its proteome; in addition, several intron
sequences are known to be duplicated within ribosomal pro-
tein paralogs (Ares et al. 1999; Juneau et al. 2006). Converse-
ly, in Schizosaccharomyces pombe (an organism with ∼5000
genes) there are ∼5000 introns spreading over one-third of
its genome, with up to 20 introns mediating a single gene
(Wood et al. 2002) and with few known genes displaying
AS (Habara et al. 1998; Okazaki and Niwa 2000; Marshall
et al. 2013). Other fungi such as Aspergillus nidulans and
Candida albicans show variations in intronic characteristics
as well (Kupfer et al. 2004; Mitrovich et al. 2007). Nonethe-
less, even though eukaryotic evolution has been generally
characterized by widespread intron gain and loss events
(Jeffares et al. 2006; Roy and Gilbert 2006; Carmel et al.
2007; Stajich et al. 2007; Rogozin et al. 2012; Zhu and Niu
2013), the ubiquity of introns and the core of the spliceosome
are conserved in all well-characterized eukaryotes (Nilsen
2003; Collins and Penny 2005). Moreover,Hemiselmis ander-
senii is currently the only known eukaryotic organism with-
out any introns or spliceosome subunit genes (Lane et al.
2007).
Some previous studies have investigated the efficiency of

splicing either for a specific intron or systematically for all in-
trons, and under a variety of environmental conditions or in
varying genetic backgrounds (Pleiss et al. 2007; Bergkessel
et al. 2011; Pérez-Valle and Vilardell 2012). Such studies
have demonstrated that different introns exhibit a large range
of SEs under varying conditions and have diverse proteina-
ceous requirements (Clark et al. 2002).
It is known that at the intronic donor and acceptor splice

sites (SS; the 5′SS and 3′SS, respectively), at the branch site

(BS; the region surrounding the branch point), and at the
polypyrimidine tract (PPT), there are canonical sequence el-
ements which are essential for intron recognition and for
splicing to occur. The factors that bind to these sequence mo-
tifs and the biochemical reactions which they perform are rel-
atively well known due to the extensive research in this field.
Systematic investigations show that this process is highly reg-
ulated: from spliceosome assembly, through pre-mRNA rec-
ognition and binding, to the splicing reaction and complex
disassembly (Warf and Berglund 2010; McManus and
Graveley 2011). Additionally, it has been suggested that in
yeast, introns regulate ribosome biogenesis and functions
and affect cell fitness under stress (Parenteau et al. 2011).
Other small-scale studies in yeast andmammals have indicat-
ed that pre-mRNA secondary structure and nucleotide com-
position in the region between the BS location and 3′SS can
affect 3′SS selection (Mougin et al. 1996; Gahura et al.
2011; Meyer et al. 2011; Plass et al. 2012).
However, it has not been shown that evolution shaped the

pre-mRNA secondary structure near splice sites and what the
exact regions under such a selection are; moreover, the effect
of this evolutionary process on SE at the genomic level has
not been estimated. Here we aim at providing answers to
these questions at a genomic level.

RESULTS

In this study, we analyze the intronome of four fungi: S. cer-
evisiae, S. pombe, A. nidulans, and C. albicans. Specifically, the
analyzed data include 280 introns from S. cerevisiae, 4747 in-
trons from S. pombe, 2427 introns from A. nidulans, and 391
introns from C. albicans (for further details regarding these
organisms see the Materials and Methods section). Our ob-
jective was to evaluate systematically how pre-mRNA folding
in the proximity of both splice sites promotes regulation of
SE, toward a better understanding of intron evolution. To
this end, we defined four pre-mRNA exonic and intronic re-
gions that are used throughout the paper: Exonic Donor,
Intronic Donor, Intronic Acceptor, and Exonic Acceptor,
as defined in Figure 1; the pre-mRNA exon–intron boundar-
ies, consensus sequences, and the assigned domains are illus-
trated also. Here, we focused on the role of local pre-mRNA
secondary structure strength in regulation of SE. Hence,
Figure 1 also includes the randomized models used to pro-
vide evidence of selection and evaluate the preference level
over the pre-mRNA folding adjacent to intronic splice sites
(more details are provided in the following sections).

Indication for weak secondary structure and low GC
content adjacent to intronic splice and branch sites

It has been shown previously that GC content and thermody-
namic patterns affect exon–intron splice site recognition, and
that increased pre-mRNA secondary structure promotes AS
inmulticellular higher eukaryotes including human (Shepard
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and Hertel 2008; Zhang et al. 2011; Amit
et al. 2012; Nedelcheva-Veleva et al.
2013). Yet, evolutionary preference for
weak or strong pre-mRNA secondary
structure has never been studied system-
atically in fungi or other organisms. In
addition, the possibility that local struc-
ture stability could influence SE may be
underestimated; specifically, its effect on
SE has not yet been evaluated at a geno-
mic scale. Finally, the exact regions
under selective pressure for secondary
structure have yet to be inferred. There-
fore, here we focused on the exon–intron
boundaries, i.e., the regions surrounding
the donor and acceptor splice sites, and
aimed to systematically infer regions (at
a single nucleotide resolution) that have
a preference for weak/strong pre-mRNA
secondary structure and/or low/high
GC content. To this end, we used a slid-
ing window schemewith varying window
sizes (30–50 nt, the approximate region
surrounding the exon–intron junction
where the major splicing complexes in-
teract [Le Hir et al. 2000; Reichert et al.
2002; Hoskins et al. 2011]) to analyze lo-
cal pre-mRNA folding energy (LFE) and
GC content; in most analyses, a profile
was computed for each pre-mRNA tran-
script and then averaged over the entire
intronome (see Materials and Methods
for more details).
Figure 2 shows the mean assembled

profiles over the intronome, aligned to
the 5′SS (left), BS (middle), and 3′SS
(right) using a sliding window size of 40
nt. As can be seen, for all analyzed organ-
isms there is a clear ascent in the LFE
(corresponding to weaker local folding)
near the donor, acceptor, and branch
sites of the introns, as well as a decrease
in GC content near these regions; further
away from the splice and branch sites to-
ward the exonic/intronic domains, the
LFE and GC content are generally lower
and higher, respectively (distance from
5′SS/BS/3′SS is relative to the sliding win-
dow’s center; the two clear GC content
peaks located at ±20 nt from the splice
sites are due to the donor and acceptor
consensus sequences). In addition, on
the intronic ends near both splice sites
and surrounding the BS there is a notable
peak in LFE that cannot be explained by

FIGURE 1. pre-mRNA exonic and intronic regions, basic definitions, and randomization mod-
els. (A) The analyzed fungal genes can be divided into three major regions: untranslated regions
(UTRs), exons, and introns (we did not consider UTR introns since in the analyzed organisms
few introns appear in theUTRs; e.g., <6% in the case of S. cerevisiae). (B) The introns include three
canonical consensus sequences: the donor (or 5′SS; subsequenceGTATGT) and acceptor (or 3′SS;
subsequence YAG) that define the intronic boundaries, and the branch site (BS; subsequence
CTRAY) that is required for the lariat formation; those sequences are preserved in all our random-
izationmodels. In our analyses, exons and introns were divided into four domains: Exonic Donor
(the exonic sequence up to 200-nt upstreamof the 5′SS), IntronicDonor (the intronic sequence up
to 200-nt downstream from the 5′SS), Intronic Acceptor (the intronic sequence up to 200-nt up-
stream of the 3′SS), and Exonic Acceptor (the exonic sequence up to 200-nt downstream from the
3′SS); in cases of introns/exons shorter than 200 nt, we considered the entire intron/exon. The fea-
tures surrounding the boundaries of these regions are studied here. (C–E) In order to demonstrate
that the reported features are under selective pressure in endogenous transcripts, we compared the
intronic sequences to the ones obtained by the following randomizedmodels: (C) encoded protein
information is maintained; synonymous codons are generated based on their whole-genome co-
don frequencies; (D) uniformpermutation of intronic nucleotides; (E)UTR randomizationmain-
tains GC content using cyclic shift (E1) and uniform nucleotide permutation (E2); all the
randomizationmodels preserve these consensus sequences (5′SS/BS/3′SS) as well as additional ex-
onic and intronic characteristics (seeMaterials andMethods for more details). The results provide
evidence of selection for weak folding around the donor, acceptor, and branch sites, as well as a
preference for strong folding inmost of the exonic and intronic domains adjacent to the splice sites.
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changes in GC content levels, which remain fairly even.
Correlation between GC and LFE on intronic intervals con-
firms that GC content only partially explains the LFE pattern
observed (e.g., in S. cerevisiae: r =−0.40, P = 0.016 for the
intronic donor domain, and r =−0.11, P = 0.392 for the
intronic acceptor domain). These results are robust to the
size of the sliding window used (analogous tendency can be
seen in Supplemental Fig. S1 for window size of 50 nt; 30
nt not shown; additional correlation results can be found
in Supplemental Table S1).

Evidence of a strong preference for weak secondary
structure adjacent to intronic splice and branch sites

The reported results may suggest that the observed pattern of
weak pre-mRNA folding near splice sites is preferred, prob-
ably in order to promote the exposure of the splice and
branch sites consensus sequences, which allows for easier
intronic recognition by the splicing machinery. In order to
support our hypothesis and provide evidence of selection,

we need to show that genomic features such as amino acid
(AA) bias, codon bias, and intronic/exonic/UTR nucleotide
distribution (i.e., GC content) cannot explain the observed
pattern, and that the pattern is stronger than expected under
random evolution of synonymous codons and intronic/UTR
nucleotides that preserve the aforementioned features. In or-
der to control for GC content in the various regions sur-
rounding the splice sites, we devised several randomized
models which preserve protein encoding information and
major intronic and genomic features (see Materials and
Methods and Fig. 1C–E); specifically, these models preserve
the organism’s intronic/exonic GC content and exonic co-
don-usage bias (CUB). Intron nucleotides were uniformly
permuted, maintaining the 5′SS/BS/3′SS consensus sequenc-
es and GC content. Random codons were assigned to exons
according to their genomic distribution, while maintaining
the proteins they encode. Untranslated regions such as
5′ UTR and 3′ UTR were also randomized, maintaining their
GC content properties. We analyzed a set of randomization
models based on the aforementioned rules (see additional

FIGURE 2. Intronome pre-mRNA profiles using a sliding window scheme. Analysis of the various fungi examined shows a clear ascent in local fold-
ing energy (LFE; corresponds to weaker folding) near intronic splice sites and branch site (BS), which cannot be fully explained by the GC content
gradient, and a descent in LFE (corresponds to stronger folding) further away from the splice sites toward the exonic and intronic domains (further
details in Materials and Methods). (A) Mean LFE profiles aligned around the donor site, BS, and acceptor site (left/middle/right, respectively) show
weaker local folding around the splice sites and BS, and stronger local folding in the exonic/intronic domains further away. The distance from the BS to
the beginning of the exonic domain (i.e., the 3′SS) varies between different introns; therefore, the exonic and intronic domains overlap (middle). (B)
Mean GC content profiles aligned around the donor site, BS, and acceptor site (left/middle/right, respectively) show lower GC content surrounding the
splice sites and BS. A. nidulans has significantly different (higher) GC content than the other fungi, resulting in lower LFE (i.e., stronger folding). UTRs
and locations with <20% of the intronomeweremasked (see also Supplemental Table S6); the distance from the 5′SS/BS/3′SS is relative to the center of
the sliding window; sliding window size is 40 nt.
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details in the Materials and Methods section) and compared
them to the original intronome. Finally, and in order to pro-
vide evidence of selection, Z-score profiles were calculated:
These profiles include deviation of the actual LFE and GC
content from what is expected by the randomized model in
standard deviation units (see Materials and Methods) such
that a more extreme Z-score value suggests that there is stron-
ger evidence of selection for weak/strong pre-mRNA folding.

LFE and Z-score profiles for several randomized models in
S. cerevisiae can be seen in Figure 3 (sliding window size 50 nt;
analogous tendency can be seen in Supplemental Fig. S2 for
window size of 40 nt; the real and randomized LFE profiles
look similar due to the fact that the randomized models are
very strict and maintain many of the features of the actual ge-
nome, as previously described). As can be seen, there is clear
evidence of weak folding preference around the intronic
splice and branch sites for the real intronome in comparison
to the randomized models applied, which cannot be ex-
plained by the global GC content gradient near intronic splice
sites (e.g., a relatively low correlation for the intron random-
ization model in the donor aligned domain: r =−0.24, P =
2.24 × 10−4; see Materials and Methods and Supplemental
Table S1; see Supplemental Figs. S3, S4 for detailed random-
ization profiles). Importantly, as can be seen in Figure 3C, the
most extreme Z-scores (largest deviations from the random-
ized models) appear near the intronic boundaries and sur-
rounding the BS, supporting the conjecture that in S.
cerevisiae the reported signals are indeed related to splicing.
In the rest of the organisms, the BS is located very close to
the 3′SS (<25 nt; see Supplemental Fig. S5; Supplemental
Table S6) resulting in coalescence of this signal with the sig-

nal of weak folding surrounding the 3′SS; specifically, in S.
pombe the peak in LFE/Z-score is located 15–20-nt upstream
of the 3′SS (see Fig. 2A; Supplemental Figs. S6, S7). A similar
pattern was found in the other fungi examined (A. nidulans
and C. albicans; LFE/GC/Z-score profiles can be seen in Sup-
plemental Figs. S8, S9 and S10, S11, respectively). Finally, the
observed pattern still occurs when introns, exons, or UTRs
are randomized separately and specifically when introns
were randomized in S. cerevisiae based on the exonic codon
frequencies or separately for different intronic parts (see
Supplemental Fig. S12), supporting the conjecture that
each part of the transcript contributes to the signal and that
there is co-evolution between the nucleotide composition
in these parts to maintain the observed LFE pattern; this out-
come is also relevant for results reported in the following
sections.

Evidence of a strong preference for strong
secondary structure further away from intronic
splice and branch sites

In addition to the exon–intron boundary preference, and as
can be seen in Figure 3, there is also clear evidence (FDR
with q = 0.03) of strong folding selection in both of the exon-
ic domains (further upstream and downstream from the 5′SS
and BS/3′SS, respectively) in comparison to the randomized
models applied; e.g., on the acceptor side of Figure 3C we can
clearly see a preference for low LFE between nucleotides 44–
60 downstream from the 3′SS. As before, the GC content gra-
dient cannot fully explain the preference in all the fungi ex-
amined (see also the profiles for S. pombe, A. nidulans, and

FIGURE 3. LFE and Z-score profiles for the complete S. cerevisiae intronome. The profiles correspond to the mean local pre-mRNA folding energy
(LFE, A,C) of the intronome in comparison to the randomized ones, using several sequence randomization models of the real intronome that main-
tain consensus sequences and control for codon usage bias (CUB) and GC content in various regions (B; including codon, intron, and UTR random-
izations; see also Fig. 1C–E and Materials and Methods). (A) LFE profiles and confidence intervals (gray; see Supplemental Methods) as well as
randomizedmodel of scrambled codon and scrambled intron; the randomized and real profiles are similar due to the fact that the randomizedmodels
maintainmany of the features of the real intronome. Themarked positions indicate significantly weak/strong folding controlled for false discovery rate
(FDR with q = 0.03; see Materials and Methods; C); see detailed random profiles in Supplemental Figure S4. The most significant differences in the
folding strength relative to the randomized models (i.e., the most extreme Z-score values) appear near the 5′SS/BS/3′SS, and the differences decrease
for regions further away from the 5′SS/BS/3′SS. The distance from the 5′SS/BS/3′SS is relative to the center of the sliding window; sliding window size is
50 nt; positions surrounding the BS were masked in the 3′SS aligned profiles.
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C. albicans in Supplemental Figs. S6–S11, respectively). This
pattern is in line with previous work in S. cerevisiae showing a
tendency for strong folding between the BS and 3′SS, possibly
to decrease the distance between these regions (Plass et al.
2012). Together they imply that a complementary mecha-
nism may exist, which promotes strong folding via protect-
ing undesired splice site sequences from being recognized
by the splicing machinery (see also PPT randomization in
Supplemental Fig. S12).
A summary of the folding preference intervals for weak and

strong folding in all the examined fungi is displayed in Figure
4 (FDRwith q = 0.03; combined window sizes of 40 and 50 nt;
please refer to Supplemental Table S2 for more details). In
S. cerevisiae andC. albicansmany introns are located very close
to the beginning of the ORF (e.g., in S. cerevisiae >75% of
them are found up to 100 nt from it) where it is known that
there is a preference for weak folding related to translation ini-
tiation (Gu et al. 2010; Tuller et al. 2010). This most likely is
the cause for the relatively long interval of weak folding in
the exonic donor domain of those organisms.

Higher preference levels on LFE adjacent to intronic
splice sites of ribosomal introns and on introns located
in highly expressed genes in S. cerevisiae

In budding yeast, almost all introns were lost during evolution
(Jeffares et al. 2006; Cohen et al. 2012).However, the ones that
were preserved are known to be generally found in highly ex-
pressed genes; moreover, about one-third of its intronome
originates from genes encoding ribosomal proteins (Ares
et al. 1999). In order to determinewhether there is a difference
in LFE preference around the splice sites between ribosomal
and nonribosomal introns, we divided intron-containing
genes in S. cerevisiae into two subgroups: 93 introns originat-
ing from the very highly expressed ribosomal genes and 93 in-

trons originating from nonribosomal genes (arbitrarily
selected out of 187 in total to control for the effect of different
group sizes; see Supplemental Methods). The LFE profiles
shown in Figure 5A demonstrate that the reported signal ap-
pears both in ribosomal and in nonribosomal introns.
However, ribosomal introns tend to exhibit a stronger signal
as they have weaker folding in the vicinity of both the 5′SS
and 3′SS locations in comparison to nonribosomal introns
(up to 100 nt from each splice site; DG = 0.83[kcal/mol]
and DG = 1.11[kcal/mol], P = 6 × 10−4 and P = 2.7 × 10−2,
respectively; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, window size is 50 nt;
see additional details in the Materials and Methods and
SupplementalMethods sections). Further away toward the ex-
onic donor and acceptor domains, the folding of the ribosom-
al introns is stronger than in the case of nonribosomal introns
(100–200 nt from each splice site; DG = −0.56[kcal/mol]
and DG = −1.35[kcal/mol], P = 3 × 10−2 and P = 5.8 ×
10−8, respectively; Wilcoxon rank-sum test; additional data
can be found in Supplemental Table S3). This result is consis-
tent with previous studies showing a preference for strong
mRNA structure in the beginning of the ORFs that is stronger
in highly expressed genes, probably to promote translation ef-
ficiency and prevent aggregation of mRNA molecules (Tuller
et al. 2011; Zur and Tuller 2012).
We further analyzed the model that combines randomiza-

tions of codons and introns for the aforementioned sub-
groups to identify additional evidence of selection; results
indeed show the existence of a preference for weaker folding
at the splice and branch sites in both subgroups, as can be
seen in Figure 5B (for 40-nt profiles please refer to
Supplemental Fig. S13). However, ribosomal introns show
higher preference levels (i.e., more extreme Z-score values;
P < 4.7 × 10−3, Wilcoxon rank-sum test) for weak folding
at the splice and branch sites; e.g., on the acceptor site the
LFE Z-score for ribosomal introns is 6.4 compared to 2.9

FIGURE 4. A summary of the folding preference intervals for all the examined organisms (S. cerevisiae, S. pombe, A. nidulans, and C. albicans).
Positions with evidence of selection for weak pre-mRNA folding are marked in black while positions that exhibit evidence of selection for strong
pre-mRNA folding are marked in silver. The preference for weak pre-mRNA folding is positioned around the donor and acceptor splice sites (right
and left, respectively), and further away toward the exonic and intronic domains in most cases there is a preference for strong pre-mRNA folding
(silver; right and left, respectively). The relatively long interval of weak folding in S. cerevisiae and C. albicans (left) is probably due to the fact that
in those organisms many introns are located relatively close to the beginning of the ORF where it is known that there is a preference for weak folding
which is related to translation initiation (Gu et al. 2010; Tuller et al. 2010); the distance from the 5′SS/3′SS is relative to the center of the sliding win-
dow; FDR with q = 0.03; combined window sizes of 40 and 50 nt; BS preference intervals were similar/identical (very close) to 3′SS intervals and there-
fore are not shown.
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for nonribosomal introns (Fig. 5B, right). This result may be
related to the higher protein abundance (PA) andmRNA lev-
els of ribosomal genes in S. cerevisiae (PA average levels are
1804 and 127; mRNA average levels are 13.27 and 0.99; ribo-
somal and nonribosomal genes, respectively). Considering
that since ribosomal genes are highly expressed (both in
terms of mRNA levels and in terms of protein levels) and
thus are better adapted to the transcription and translation
process (e.g., highly expressed genes tend to have higher co-
don usage bias [Ikemura 1985; Kurland 1991]), we presume
that they are also better adapted to other gene expression
steps such as splicing. Hence, and in order to further consol-
idate our findings, we examined the LFE and Z-score profiles
of two additional subgroups of the S. cerevisiae intronome
based on their PA and mRNA levels (271 and 273 introns, re-
spectively); this was accomplished via sorting introns by their
expression levels, and analyzing their upper and lower quar-
tiles (i.e., 68 introns in each subgroup). LFE profiles show
similar results, i.e., weaker folding around splice sites and
stronger folding in the exonic domains for highly expressed
genes in comparison to lowly expressed genes (Fig. 5C,E;
the stronger folding noticed in the highly expressed profiles
is explained by this area being a part of the S. cerevisiae 5′

UTR/initiation site). The levels of preference for weak folding

at the splice and branch sites were also shown to be stronger
for highly expressed genes in comparison to lowly expressed
genes, both based onmRNA and PA differentiations (Fig. 5D,
F; P < 3.5 × 10−2, Wilcoxon rank-sum test; more details in
Materials and Methods and in Supplemental Fig. S14; energy
characteristics and additional statistical data can be found in
Supplemental Table S3).

The connection between pre-mRNA secondary
structure preference and splicing efficiency measured
via a synthetic intron library system

According to the aforementioned results, introns with strong
pre-mRNA folding strength surrounding their splice sites
should be spliced less efficiently than introns with weak fold-
ing strength. Thus, we expect that exonic/intronic regions
which have a higher folding effect on splicing efficiency
(SE) and highly spliced introns will also be under stronger
pre-mRNA folding preference. One way to validate these
two hypotheses is by comparing the inferred pre-mRNA
folding signal (and folding selection signal) with SE estima-
tions. We did this using a previously reported synthetic li-
brary (Yofe et al. 2014). Briefly, S. cerevisiae is transformed

FIGURE 5. LFE and Z-score profiles for ribosomal/nonribosomal and highly/lowly expressed introns in S. cerevisiae. (A) LFE analysis of ribosomal
versus nonribosomal intronome shows that ribosomal introns have a tendency for weaker folding in the intronic domains of the donor and acceptor
splice sites, in comparison to nonribosomal introns (black and silver; left and right, respectively; intronome in dotted gray). (B) Z-score profiles cor-
respond to the LFE preference of the real ribosomal and nonribosomal intronome (i.e., intronome with only ribosomal or nonribosomal genes; black
and silver, respectively) in comparison to the scrambled ones using the combined codon and intron randomization model. (C–F) LFE profiles for
introns originating from highly/lowly expressed genes (C,E; PA and mRNA, respectively) show similar results, as do the Z-score profiles (D,F; PA
and mRNA, respectively). Profiles are aligned around the donor, branch, and acceptor sites (left/middle/right, respectively); the distance from the
5′SS/BS/3′SS is relative to the center of the sliding window; sliding window size is 50 nt; locations with <20% of the subgroup intronome were masked;
positions surrounding the BS were masked in the 3′SS aligned profiles.
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with a library of DNA transformation cassettes, each contain-
ing a different native yeast intron. The cassettes are assembled
using the Y-operation by which introns are embedded in yel-
low fluorescence protein (YFP) fragment and concatenated
to a common selection marker in high throughput.
Consequently, the sole difference between all strains is the
native S. cerevisiae intron separating the YFP gene. The aver-
age expression level of each intron-containing strain (termed
YiFP strain) is compared to that of an intron-less reference
strain to provide a measure of its relative expression level
that is associated with its intronic SE, i.e., YiFP expression
level. YiFP strains whose expression levels did not pass the
detection limit were considered as nonspliced. Summary of
the system can be seen in Figure 6A; for more details see
Materials and Methods and Yofe et al. (2014).
First, we extracted the intronic SE library related measure-

ments of 215 introns. Next, we looked at the LFE/Z-score
profiles of two subgroups of endogenous introns in corre-
spondence to their SE in the synthetic system: 93 genes
with the highest SE and 93 genes with the lowest SE; each
group accounts for ∼33% of the S. cerevisiae intronome. As
can be seen in Figure 6B,C (sliding window size 50 nt; for
40-nt profiles please refer to Supplemental Fig. S15), there
is evidence of selection and a higher preference for weaker
folding at the splice sites for highly spliced genes in compar-
ison to lowly spliced ones (P < 2.1 × 10−2, Wilcoxon rank-
sum test). In order to assess the combined contribution of
LFE to the YiFP expression levels, we then constructed a lin-
ear regression function that optimizes combination of fold-
ing features that accurately account for the measured YiFP
expression levels. The prediction function was built by itera-
tively adding LFE features that yield the highest correlation to
expression, considering only features in the vicinity of each
splice site separately (up to 50-nt upstream/downstream
from each splice site). Our model prediction near the donor
site yielded an adjusted R correlation (i.e., a correlation that
considers the number of features and thus overfitting) of
0.28 with the YiFP measurements using a combination of
five features, and up to 0.34 using a combination of eight fea-
tures; near the acceptor site the adjusted R was 0.34 using five
features, and up to 0.36 using eight features (Fig. 6D; P <
2.63 × 10−6). Additionally, we performed cross validations
using a 50%/50% train/test scheme; results gave r = 0.36
and r = 0.24 for the donor and acceptor site, respectively
(Fig. 6E; P < 1.24 × 10−2; see Materials and Methods and
Supplemental Table S8). Finally, we correlated SE with the
LFE profiles of the synthetic introns (which was named
Synthetic LFE) and compared the received correlation pro-
files with the randomization models’ Z-score profiles of the
endogenous introns. As can be seen in Figure 6F,G, the ran-
domized models’ Z-score and the SE correlation show a clear
association (e.g., r = 0.77, P = 2.98 × 10−21 for LFE Z-score
based on the combined codon and intron randomized model
in the donor domain; r = 0.67, P = 4.93 × 10−14 based on a
randomized model that maintains the GC content of the in-

tron in the acceptor domain; and r = 0.46, P = 2.63 × 10−6

for partial correlation between SE and LFE Z-score of the in-
tron randomized model when controlling for the GC content
in the donor domain); these results support our conjecture
that regions with a higher folding effect on SE will be under
stronger pre-mRNA folding preference. Further validations
when looking at a subgroup of only 167 spliced YiFP introns
or when excluding ribosomal introns showed similar results
(but less significant, as can be seen in Supplemental Fig. S16;
see also Materials and Methods and Supplemental Methods;
complete correlation and partial correlation results can be
found in Supplemental Table S4). These results show that
there is a strong relation between the strength/significance
level of the LFE preference and the effect of LFE on splicing
in different positions near the intronic splice sites, which is
consistent with the aforementioned results.

Higher preference levels on LFE adjacent to intronic
splice sites of conserved introns and on introns located
in highly expressed genes in S. pombe

In fission yeast, 1500–2000 introns were lost during evolution
while∼1800 introns demonstrated a high degree of conserva-
tion (Roy and Gilbert 2005; Carmel et al. 2007; Rhind et al.
2011; Cohen et al. 2012). In order to compare conserved
and nonconserved genes in S. pombe, we looked at 1718 con-
served and 3029 nonconserved introns found in four diverse
fission yeasts reported by Zhu andNiu (2013) (S. cryophilus, S.
octosporus, S. pombe, and S. japonicus); we selected 1718 con-
served and 1718 nonconserved introns and analyzed their
folding preference by generating Z-score profiles (see expla-
nation in the Supplemental Methods). The LFE profiles
showed minor differences between conserved and noncon-
served introns surrounding the splice sites (Fig. 7A; e.g.,
DG = −0.025[kcal/mol] on the acceptor side; sliding win-
dow size of 50 nt). However, conserved introns demonstrated
higher preference for weak folding (Fig. 7B; P < 4.8 × 10−2 at
the splice sites, Wilcoxon rank-sum test). Further down-
stream in the intronic/exonic domains, the LFE and pre-
ference levels for strong folding were higher for conserved
introns in comparison to nonconserved ones (e.g.,
DG = −0.39[kcal/mol] on the acceptor side; P = 9.8 × 10−3

in the BS/3′SS, Wilcoxon rank-sum test); these results differ
from those of S. cerevisiae sincemost of the introns in S. pombe
are not found near the beginning of the ORF (Wood et al.
2002). In addition, we analyzed 2000 introns originating in
highly and lowly expressed genes, based on their PA. As can
be seen in Figure 7C,D, highly expressed genes likewise have
a preference for weaker folding surrounding the splice sites
and for stronger folding downstream at their intronic/exonic
domains in comparison to lowly expressed genes (e.g., P =
1.8 × 10−2 in the 5′SS;Wilcoxon rank-sum test). These results
support our previous results and hypotheses (additional data
can be found in Supplemental Table S3; for 40-nt profiles
please refer to Supplemental Fig. S17).
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FIGURE 6. Analysis of YiFP expression levels measured via a synthetic system demonstrates the connection between folding strength and preference
to splicing efficiency. (A) Overview of the reporter approach for studying splicing mediated gene expression regulation: Intron insertion cassettes were
constructed in vitro, each comprised of a selection marker (URA3), a constitutive promoter, the first 195 nt of the YFP gene, and one of 240 native S.
cerevisiae introns followed by an additional 600 nt of the YFP gene. Each insertion cassette was transformed into the genome of a master strain which
contained a promoter-less YFP gene, thus creating an in vivo intron-reporter yeast library (YiFP); each strain’s average expression levels were com-
pared with that of an intron-less reference strain, to get an assessment of splicing efficiency (SE); YiFP strains whose YFP levels did not pass the detec-
tion limit were considered as nonspliced (marked with circles; error bars represent STD from four independent experiments; see Materials and
Methods and Yofe et al. 2014). (B) LFE analysis of endogenous introns corresponding to highly/lowly expressed YiFP genes (i.e., SE) shows that
both groups have a similar tendency for weaker folding surrounding their splice sites (brown and green, respectively; intronome in blue). (C) Z-score
profiles correspond to the LFE preference of the real highly/lowly spliced intronome in comparison to the scrambled ones (using the combined codon
and intron randomization model) which show higher preference levels for highly spliced introns at the splice sites. (D) LFE-based prediction of the
YiFP expression levels yielded correlation of 0.39 surrounding the 5′SS using a combination of eight features; surrounding the 3′SS the correlation was
0.41 when using a combination of eight features (P < 4.98 × 10−9; see also Supplemental Table S8); adjusted R correlation values were 0.34 and 0.36
for the donor and acceptor sites, respectively. (E) LFE-based predictions of the YiFP expression levels using 50%/50% train/test cross validation yield-
ed correlations of 0.36 and 0.24, respectively (P < 1.24 × 10−2). (F,G) Z-score profiles correspond to the LFE of the endogenous introns (F) in com-
parison to the correlation profiles between all introns synthetic LFE to YiFP expression levels (G) which show high resemblance. The randomization
models include codon, intron, and UTR randomizations: the randomized codon model includes scrambled exonic sequences; the randomized intron
model includes scrambled intronic sequences; the randomized UTR1/UTR2 (cycle/permutation) models include scrambled untranslated sequences.
Profiles are aligned around the donor and acceptor domains (left and right, respectively); the distance from the 5′SS/3′SS is relative to the center of the
sliding window; sliding window size is 50 nt.
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Preference on LFE adjacent to intronic splice sites
in S. pombe is not associated with a specific function

In order to show that the preference for weak/strong folding,
which was previously shown, appears in many cellular func-
tions and is not function-specific or found in a small set of
introns related to very specific function(s), we used gene on-
tology (GO) and performed the folding preference analyses
mentioned above for 90 different GO terms separately (see
Supplemental Methods; see also list of the included and ex-
cluded terms in Supplemental Table S7). As can be seen in
Figure 8 and Supplemental Figure S18, there is a preference
for weak folding adjacent to 5′ sites further on in the exon-
ic/intronic domains in 49%/46%/67% of the gene functions
for biological process, molecular function, and cellular com-
ponent, respectively. Similarly, there is a preference for weak
folding adjacent to 3′ sites or further in the exonic/intronic
domains in 85%/79%/81% of the gene functions for bio-
logical process, molecular function, and cellular component,
respectively. These results suggest that the signal reported in
previous sections appears inmany gene groups/functions and
strengths, and is not related to very specific function(s); we

do not claim, however, that the strength of the signal is iden-
tical in all gene groups.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we provide lines of evidence that support the
conjecture that evolution shapes fungal pre-mRNA folding
near intronic splice sites at the genomic level to improve
splicing efficiency (SE). Specifically, we report the following
major results: (A) The intron–exon boundaries exhibit
weaker local pre-mRNA folding; (B) there is a preference
for low folding strength in these regions, presumably to
improve SE; (C) there is a preference for strong pre-mRNA
folding 30–140 nt further away from the intron–exon bound-
aries; (D) the reported signal of pre-mRNA folding prefer-
ence is correlative with the effect of pre-mRNA folding on
SE measurements based on a synthetic system in yeast; (E)
the reported signals are stronger for highly expressed genes
and genes found in conserved introns; (F) the reported sig-
nals are not associated with a specific function; (G) all the dif-
ferent parts of the transcript (exons, introns, and UTRs)

FIGURE 7. Z-score profiles for conserved/nonconserved and highly/lowly expressed introns in S. pombe. (A) LFE analysis of conserved versus non-
conserved introns shows that both groups have a similar tendency for weaker folding surrounding their splice sites (apricot versus black; intronome in
blue). However, further away from both splice sites and toward the exonic domains, conserved introns exhibit a tendency for stronger folding. (B) Z-
score profiles correspond to the LFE of the real conserved and nonconserved intronome in comparison to the randomized ones using the combined
codon and intron randomization model, and show higher preference levels for the conserved introns at the splice sites and 50-nt downstream from
both splice sites. (C) LFE analysis of highly expressed versus lowly expressed introns shows that both groups have a similar tendency for weaker folding
surrounding their splice sites (red versus green; intronome in blue). However, further away from both splice sites and toward the exonic domains,
highly expressed introns exhibit a tendency for stronger folding in comparison to lowly expressed introns (e.g., DG = −0.51[kcal/mol] on the ac-
ceptor side). (D) Z-score profiles correspond to the LFE of the real highly and lowly expressed intronome (red and green, respectively; PA based)
in comparison to the randomized ones using the combined codon and intron randomization model, show higher preference levels for the highly
expressed introns in and 50-nt downstream from both splice sites (see also Supplemental Table S3). Profiles are aligned around the donor and acceptor
domains (left and right, respectively); the distance from the 5′SS/3′SS is relative to the center of the sliding window; sliding window size is 50 nt; lo-
cations with <20% of the intronome were masked; acceptor site P-values were calculated in the combined location of the BS/3′SS.
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undergo adaptation to maintain the observed local pre-
mRNA folding signal.

While previous work has already studied specific structure
regions and their conservation (Warf and Berglund 2010;
McManus andGraveley 2011) and suggested that the GC con-
tent of introns and exons is an important feature related to al-
ternative splice site recognition through RNA structure
(Zhang et al. 2011; Amit et al. 2012), the evolution of local
folding strength surrounding the intronic boundaries has
not been studied before at a wide genomic level and in a single
nucleotide resolution. It is also important to emphasize that in
our analyses the null models maintained and controlled for
the GC content of introns, exons, and UTRs; thus, the report-
ed results cannot be explained only byGC content. As demon-
strated, the ascent in LFE coincides with a decrease in GC
content, which is consistent with weaker folding (Shepard
and Hertel 2008). However, variations and GC content pref-
erence can only partially explain the LFE pattern observed.

Therefore, we assert that the LFE preference is not only due
to changes in GC content near the intronic boundaries.
Previous studies have demonstrated that transcript folding

affects the efficiency of translation initiation and elongation,
and may prevent aggregation of mRNA molecules (de Smit
and van Duin 1990; Gu et al. 2010; Tuller et al. 2010, 2011;
Zur and Tuller 2012). Here we show that preference for
pre-mRNA folding may also be related to pre-translational
processes such as splicing. In addition, the fact that the
strength of the reported signals is highest near the splice sites
and is correlated with splicing measurements suggests that
they are indeed strongly related to splicing and not to other
stages of gene expression, such as translation initiation and
elongation (de Smit and van Duin 1990; Gu et al. 2010;
Tuller et al. 2010, 2011; Zur and Tuller 2012).
The studied organisms differ in many of their genomic/

intronic aspects: GC content, number and length of introns
(as well as the number of introns per gene), distance of the

FIGURE 8. GO terms analysis in S. pombe reveals that pre-mRNA folding preference is not associated with a specific function. GO summary of fold-
ing preference intervals for biological processes demonstrates that in various processes the preference for weak folding is positioned around the donor
and acceptor splice sites (dim gray; right and left, respectively), and further away toward the exonic/intronic domains for strong folding (silver); thus,
the reported signal seems to appear in many cellular functions and not only in a small set of introns related to very specific function(s). Combined
window sizes of 40 and 50 nt; the distance from the 5′SS/3′SS is relative to the center of the sliding window; significant positions aremarked (P < 0.01);
locations with <20% of the intronome were masked; the reported signal is usually weaker than the genome signal due to the smaller number of genes
in functional groups (relative to the total number of genes).
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introns from the UTRs, and function and expression levels of
intron-containing genes; e.g., in C. albicans introns are not
randomly distributed and are overrepresented in genes in-
volved in specific cellular processes such as splicing, transla-
tion, and mitochondrial respiration (Mitrovich et al. 2007).
In addition, it is easy to see that most of the introns analyzed
here do not have homologs in more than one organism.
Nonetheless, the reported findings lead to similar conclusions
in all analyzed organisms and could be the result of conver-
gent evolution preference for weak/strong folding surround-
ing the splice and branch sites, thus emphasizing their
importance and universality.
In conclusion, we believe that these new discoveries should

have an important contribution to various biomedical disci-
plines including molecular evolution, functional genomics,
and biotechnology. Specifically, they are contributory steps
toward a broader understanding of intron–exon boundary
evolution and can be used for developing future models of
intronic evolution that will consider the effect of mutations
on SE. In addition, they clearly elucidate how SE is encoded
in gene sequences. Furthermore, they can help us understand
how silent mutations are related to human diseases via their
possible effect on pre-mRNA folding near intronic splice sites
(Sauna and Kimchi-Sarfaty 2011). Finally, the results suggest
new methods for engineering gene expression of synthetic
genes via the manipulation of pre-mRNA folding near
intronic splice sites (Yofe et al. 2014).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The analyzed organisms

The four fungi analyzed here (S. cerevisiae, S. pombe, A. nidulans,
and C. albicans) were chosen based on the following considerations:
First, S. cerevisiae and S. pombe arewell-studied organisms with well-
established databases that are known to have diverged 350–1000
million years ago (Berbee and Taylor 2001). A. nidulans and C. albi-
cans are two additional fungi known to have diverged from S. pombe
∼650 million years ago (Berbee and Taylor 2010) and from S. cere-
visiae ∼235 million years ago (Taylor and Berbee 2006). The ge-
nomes of these organisms are also fully sequenced and their
introns are well annotated. In addition, C. albicans is a dimorphic
fungus which can be a significant pathogen in humans.

Intronic sequence information

S. cerevisiae ORFs and intron-containing gene sequences (strain
288c) were taken from the Saccharomyces Genome Database
(SGD) (Cherry et al. 1998); BS location information was obtained
from the Ares laboratory database (Grate and Ares 2002). S. pombe
genome information (Assembly 16) was taken from the PomBase
database (Wood et al. 2012); BS locations were calculated based
on the position specific scoring matrix (PSSM) information extract-
ed from the Sanger Institute, which is based on the original full ge-
nome sequencing from (Wood et al. 2002). A. nidulans (FGSC A4)
andC. albicans (SC5314 Assembly 21) genome information was tak-
en from the Aspergillus Genome Database (AspGD) (Arnaud et al.

2012) and CandidaGenome Database (CGD) (Inglis et al. 2012), re-
spectively; BS locations were calculated based on the fungal BS con-
sensus sequence (CURAY). We used only introns taken from coding
sequence genes and excluded 5′ UTR and 3′ UTR introns. Introns
associated with alternatively spliced genes were also excluded. The
full intron exclusion list can be found in Supplemental Table S5.
Additional GC content and intron information can be found in
Supplemental Table S6; exon–intron GC content was calculated us-
ing intron sequences and their flanking exon sequences (150 nt up-
stream and downstream).

Protein abundance and mRNA levels

Protein abundance (PA) information for S. cerevisiae and S. pombe
was taken from the PaxDb, which integrates information from var-
ious resources (Wang et al. 2012). Levels of mRNA for S. cerevisiae
are based on RNA-seq and DNA chip and were obtained by integra-
tion of three data sets (Wang et al. 2002; Nagalakshmi et al. 2008;
Ingolia et al. 2009) as follows: First, we normalized each data set
by its average mRNA levels; next, for each gene we averaged all its
normalized measurements. PA levels are measured in parts per mil-
lions. The mRNA is based on RNA-seq and DNA chip and thus is
proportional to the mRNA levels (number of molecules in the
cell). Since our analysis is based on Spearman correlation, ranking
of genes according to their expression levels is enough to provide
the required results (i.e., the actual levels will not change the results).

Construction of secondary structure and
GC content profiles

The local pre-mRNA folding and GC content profiles were com-
puted as follows: We used three sliding window sizes (30, 40, and
50 nt, corresponding to the approximated splicing factors and
spliceosome footprints size in fungi) focusing on the intronic region
and its flanking exonic sequences; for every intron we computed
local folding energy (LFE) and GC content for all sliding win-
dows, with a single nucleotide shift. Let LFE_WL(i) denote the
folding energy of a window size of WL nucleotides, centered
on the i-th nucleotide of the gene’s pre-mRNA transcript. The
intronic profile of gene j was defined as the vector of the LFE
values assigned to n sliding windows of size WL, i.e.,
LFE WLGene j = (LFE WLj(1), LFE WLj(2), . . . , LFE WLj(n)). For
each organism, all the intron-containing genes were aligned once ac-
cording to their donor site (5′SS location), and once according to
their acceptor site (3′SS location). Let i5′ss and i3′ss denote the posi-
tions of the 5′SS start and 3′SS end of the introns (for each of the
analyzed introns these indices correspond to its own 5′SS and
3′SS, respectively). The profiles of mean LFE were calculated as

LFE WL5′ ss = LFE i5′ ss − n− 1

2

( )
·WL+ 1

( )
, . . . , LFE(i5′ ss), . . . , LFE i5′ ss + n− 1

2

( )
·WL

( )( )

LFE WL3′ ss = LFE i3′ ss − n− 1

2

( )
·WL+ 1

( )
, . . . , LFE(i3′ ss), . . . , LFE i3′ ss + n− 1

2

( )
·WL

( )( )
,

where LFE WL(i) is the average LFE in position i when considering
all genes with introns long enough to have a value in this position,
and [n−(1/2]·WL is the number of nucleotides in the complete an-
alyzed exonic and intronic regions (we used n = 4). Additionally,
downstream 3′SS/exons in 5′SS profiles and upstream 5′SS/exons
in 3′SS profiles were masked. For calculation simplicity, genes
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containing n > 1 introns were duplicated n times. Thus, for each
duplicate, a different intron was retained while the other introns
were extracted. In the case of the profiles generated in Figure 2,
for each position we only considered intronic/exonic sequences
and masked UTR sequences (this is relevant only in the case of short
introns/exons). The profiles for GC content were calculated in the
same manner. A scheme of the procedure with some possible
gene examples is presented in Supplemental Figure S19.

Secondary structure randomization models

The randomized models were designed to conserve encoded protein
information, in addition to the intronic and UTR properties.
Specifically, we maintained synonymous codon frequencies, canon-
ical splicing signals, and GC content. To this end, the distribution of
synonymous codons was calculated for each organism, and the cod-
ing sequences were then scrambled while maintaining these codon
frequencies, i.e., for any individual AA the probability of a certain co-
don was determined by its distribution in the genomic coding
sequences. Intronic nucleotides were uniformly permutated, main-
taining consensus sequences (5′SS/BS/3′SS; PPTwas not maintained
since it is not essential in yeast [Ruby and Abelson 1991; Birney et al.
1992]) and GC content. 5′ UTR and 3′ UTR sequences (upstream
and downstream flanking 200 nt, respectively) were also randomized
while maintaining their GC content using the following methods:
(1) cyclic shift and (2) uniform permutation. Thus, the randomized
profiles shown in Figure 3A and Supplemental Figs. S2–S4, S7, S9,
S11 are similar to the real profiles due to the fact that the randomized
models are very strict andmaintainmany of the features of the actual
genome, such as the protein encoded in the exons, CUB, GC content
of introns/exons, and consensus sequences in the introns. We used
the following randomization schemes to generate the random sets:
(a) Codon only, (b) Intron only, (c) UTR cyclic shift, (d) UTR per-
mutation. In addition, a combination of the basic schemes was ap-
plied: (a) + (b), (a) + (c), and (a) + (d). Details of the various
randomization models are illustrated in Figure 1C–E.

The level of significance, i.e., the P-value that controls for multi-
ple hypotheses testing, was determined in the followingmanner: For
each genome and for each scheme, 100 random intron sets were
generated and an empirical P-value was calculated; we also evaluated
the distribution characteristics for each position in the average pro-
file using the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test; positions with LFE distri-
butions that were not significantly different from a normal
distribution were treated as belonging to a normal distribution,
and based on the parameters of the normal distribution an analytical
significant level was computed; positions that did not pass remained
with their empirical significance level. In case the empirical P-value
was <0.01, a new one was generated based on additional permuta-
tions until we were able to estimate a P-value > 0 (200 in this
case); further, we controlled for false discovery rate (FDR) with
q = 0.03 as a cutoff (Benjamini and Yekutieli 2001).

Secondary structure predictions

RNA secondary structure and LFE predictions were calculated using
rnafold (Vienna) (Mathews et al. 1999; Wuchty et al. 1999), which
predicts the secondary structure associated with the minimum
free energy for the sequence using the thermodynamic nearest-
neighbor approach.

Computing Z-scores based on the randomized models

Standard Z-score values were calculated according to the following
equation:

Zscore = mreal − mrand

srand
,

where µreal is the mean of the intronome, µrand is the randomized
model mean, and σrand is the randomized model standard deviation.
For each random profile a vector of Z-score values was generated,
i.e., a Z-score was generated for each randomized position; Z-score
values for nonrandomized positions were masked and are not
shown. Detailed example of the Z-score calculations (as well as
the mean difference and standard deviation) can be seen in
Supplemental Figures S14, S20.

Partial correlation analysis

Partial correlation analysis is aimed at finding the correlation be-
tween two variables after removing the effects of other variables;
the partial correlation coefficient ρxy,z between X and Y given a set
of n controlling variables Z = {Z1,Z2… ,Zn} is the correlation be-
tween the residuals RX and RY resulting from the linear regression
of Xwith Z and of Ywith Z, respectively; the approach can be gener-
alized to deal with Spearman correlation (Kendall and Stuart 1973).

Synthetic YiFP reporter library building and analysis

The synthetic YiFP reporter library was downloaded from Yofe et al.
(2014). To create the synthetic intron-reporter library, S. cerevisiae
was transformed with a library of DNA transformation cassettes,
each containing a different native yeast intron. Intron insertion cas-
settes were constructed in vitro, using the Y-operation; each com-
prised of a selection marker (URA3), a constitutive promoter, the
first 195 nt of a yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) gene, and one of
240 native S. cerevisiae introns followed by an additional 600 nt of
the YFP gene. Each insertion cassette was transformed into the ge-
nome of a master strain which contained a promoter-less YFP
gene, thus creating an in vivo intron-reporter yeast library (YiFP).

In this manner 240 strains were created, termed YiFP strains,
where the sole difference between all strains is the native S. cerevisiae
intron intervening the YFP gene. The contribution of introns to the
regulation of gene expression was assessed by dynamic measure-
ments of YFP expression. Following normalization, each strain’s av-
erage expression level was compared with that of an intron-less
reference strain to get an assessment of its SE; YiFP strains that
had a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of ≥5 were classified as spliced
(178 introns), while the others (SNR < 5; 62 introns) were classified
as nonspliced (see Fig. 6A; marked with circles).

Linear regression prediction of YiFP expression

We constructed predictors for each sliding window scheme. All the
LFE features were put into a linear regression model to assemble an
expression prediction for the donor and acceptor splice sites sepa-
rately. For each prediction a feature assembly list was calculated
and the accumulation of features was done using a greedy algorithm;
in each feature assembly iteration k, Spearman correlation was cal-
culated. In order to control for overfitting we used two schemes: (1)
An adjusted correlation (which controls for the number of features)
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value was calculated according to the following formula:

R2
adj(k) = R2 − (1− R2) k

n− (k+ 1) ,

where n is the number of measurement features and R is the
Spearman correlation in the k-th iteration; the predictor stops
when R2

adj(k+ 1) < R2
adj(k). (2) Train/test cross-validation was per-

formed using 108 introns as a training set and 107 as a test set (ran-
domly chosen from a total of 215 introns). The results were matched
up to the value of R2 and are presented in Supplemental Table S8.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental material is available for this article.
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